DEVELOPMENT CENTER
GOES DIGITAL

A compelling case study of an
organization that leveraged
digital tools to conduct
Development Centers
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Our Approach
CLIENT
REQUIREMENTS
The client needed to identify
areas of strength and
development for 200+ middle
and senior management
employees using the
Development Center
methodology. The insights
gathered were to guide their
employee promotion decisions.
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STEP 1

Revenue

INR 30,000+ Cr.

Employees

6000+

Industry

Steel

Understood and translated the client’s competency-based
leadership model into assessable behaviors at each level of
management

STEP 2

Designed a detailed DC framework - BEI, individual and
group exercises, psychometric test, 360-degree feedback
and reporting templates to suit the requirements

STEP 3

Reported the overall outcomes of the DC to the HR
Head and shared individual development reports
for all participants to serve as inputs for promotion
decisions and employee development.

STEP 4

Trained the client’s HR team on designing an
assessment model and developing the skills
to be able to conduct assessments in the
future.

Virtual Development Center in Action
The pandemic resulted in the need for assessment tools that could be leveraged remotely, without hampering the engagement quality of the
process. Talentonic HR Solutions created a digital solution for BEI, Group Case Study, Situation Judgement Test (SJT), 360-degree feedback and
created a seamless experience to the client and participants.

DEVELOPMENT CENTER - TOOLS
SJT

Group Case Study

360 Degree Feedback
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INDIVIDUAL REPORT

Business Benefits

Accurate Outcomes: 81% of the
assessed middle and senior managers
were promoted using the DC
assessment results

Awareness: Employees worked with
trained professionals to create custom
IDPs and identify their strengths and
areas for development

Upskilling: 29 employees completed
an
assessor
training
program
conducted by Talentonic with the
intention of leading assessments
themselves

A virtual assessment center is a fully online simulation of a traditional assessment center, which replicates real-life
workplace situations to evaluate participants’ skills and behaviors in a controlled environment to enable crucial decision
making about developing and identifying organizational talent. They contain multiple tools that are administered online
with accurate automated reports, eliminating the hassle of travel and logistics.
Learn more about our Development Center offering here and follow our thinking on social media via Instagram or LinkedIn
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